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Thousands Now Operating Their Amateur Radio, Even Though They Had 0 Experience at the

Beginning!Read this book for free on Kindle Unlimited!Welcome to the world of ham radio. This is

going to be an exciting journey.HAM radio allows for local and planet wide communications when all

other forms of communications fail. Today's world is connected by complex forms of

communications, namely cellular communications and the Internet. These forms of communication

are easy to use, but rely on massive infrastructure between two individuals communicating.In this

book, we will show you how to setup your first amateur HAM radio station. We will also tell you all

about the licenses that you have to get in order to legally transmit over the air.In This Book You Will

Learn Ã¢â‚¬Â¦What are the things you need in order to setup your first amateur HAM radio

station.What essential equipment you needThe grounding techniques that you have to keep in mind

in order to keep you and your station safe from electrical hazards.And much, much more!Whether

you're a beginner, advanced, or even expert in operating ham radios Ã¢â‚¬â€œ this book will level

up your skills level - guaranteed.So scroll up, Click The Buy Button, and Start Reading!
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Simply not what the title says it does. While it does carry some information useful to the complete

novice, it does not give study materials or reference material needed to get a license for Ham Radio.

I am just getting into amateur radio and this book is great. It explains some of the more in depth

things pretty clearly. It isn't going to tell you every little thing there is to know but it is a great start. I

will be reading it quite often. Worth the money!

I did not need to buy this book to see that it's not a good book, in my opinion. Please read through

what I've written to see why. You will save yourself the agony of reading this book.The bottom line

is, Why waste money or time on this book when you can get a better book to learn what you

need?As a licensed radio operator myself, I know about these types of books.There are plenty of

basic books on getting your ham license that are BETTER. Don't you want BETTER? Don't waste

your time with WORSE. Furthermore, the name of the book is a deception: Ham Radio: From Zero

to Getting a License. This book does not have the information you need to get a license.Some

better books areÃ‚Â Ham Radio For Dummies,The ARRL Ham Radio License Manual,

andÃ‚Â ARRL's Tech Q&A. These books have a LOT more information and are better organized to

lead you logically through the topics you need to learn to get the license.Do you want to waste your

time reading a useless book or read a book that will actually get you CLOSER to getting your ham

license?The book was only released on Jan 2 and already has 34 reviews! Well, I see it's available

for $0 under the Kindle Unlimited program, so perhaps a lot of people downloaded it that way. In my

opinion, a book with a price of $0 STILL has a cost, because you spend time reading it and, if

you've wasted your time reading a bad book, that is a cost. You could have been reading a better

book and learned what you needed to learn.I don't know the backgrounds of the people who gave

this book FIVE stars, but I doubt that they have read the other books I am recommending. Anyone

who had read the books I recommend could not POSSIBLY see Chris Kipper's book as equal to any

of those and SURELY not worthy of FIVE stars. Five is the top rating! Read those other reviews and

see what you think of what they write. Each of them is a very short review and says not much more

than that the book covered a lot of topics. Well, sure, I can write a book that covers many topics, but

that won't make it easy for you to read or a good way to learn. Also, notice that many of the other

reviews are written in poor English. One reviewer writes, "This guide help to comprehension the

significance of a radio regardless of progression in today's innovation." I'm not sure that that person

knows English and, thus, did NOT read this book. You know what I'm getting at?  doesn't like tho$e



type$ of review$. It is my opinion that at least 32 of the reviews I read on here are by people who

did not read the book.  would have to investigate, but it's suspicious that those reviews are all in

English that looks like it ran through Google Translate and say nothing substantive about the book.

Also, why are people from China and India reading a book about American ham radio? To be

licensed in another country, you have to read a book about licensing rules in those countries.

Maybe I'm the only reviewer who is actually a licensed operator and who knows what he or she is

talking about.Ham Radio: From Zero to Getting a License is PAINFUL to read. The author writes in

a stilted fashion. The sentences don't flow smoothly, so it's distracting. His sentence construction is

too simplistic and feels like you're talking to a 12 year old. He doesn't know English well and makes

many careless errors. You don't need that kind of annoyance when you're relying on an author to

teach you an unfamiliar topic.Additionally, the information is not ORGANIZED well, as it is in the

ARRL books I mention above. When you're learning technical material, you don't want to read a

book that seems haphazardly thrown together. Why put yourself through the torture of reading this

book when you can get any of the other books I mention and have an easy time of learning?In the

book description at the top of the page it says, "Whether you're a beginner, advanced, or even

expert in operating ham radios ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ this book will level up your skills level." I had to

laugh at that. Someone at an advanced or expert level would take a look at this book and throw it

aside, from what I can see. I am at that level and see this book as a waste of time for anyone. This

book does NOT cover the topics you need, from what I see in the table of contents.I can ASSURE

you, having read the books I recommend above, that those books have the information you need to

learn this topic and are easier to read.The first red flag I saw was a picture of an AM/FM radio on

the front of the book. The book is about ham radio, but it shows a pocket radio that only receives

and requires no license? Uh oh.In just the excerpt here on  we see him write, "$30 dollar radio."

What is that? Thirty dollar dollar radio? Careless.A few sentences later, he writes, "set up you own

repeater." Careless.In his Introduction, the author writes, "If one cog in that wheel brakes...." What?

He can't even spell "breaks" properly. Do you want to learn from this person? For your reference,

those words are known as homophones.Annoyingly, he keeps referring to ham radio as "HAM

radio." I assume the author may be a licensed operator (I don't know for sure), but why doesn't he

know that the nickname is "ham" and not "HAM"? All-caps is for an acronym that stands for

something. Acronyms such as MBA, COBOL, and USA all stand for the words of the entire phrase.

Does he think "HAM" stands for some other words? If so, I'd like to hear what those words are.

Once again, we see an indication that this book does not come from someone from whom you

should be taking advice.In Chapter 2 he says the first license you can get is "the Technician's



license." Here's yet another example of either his lack of knowledge or his carelessness. The

license names are Technician Class, General Class, and Extra Class. There's no possessive. What

is he going to call the 2nd license, the General's license? The Joint Chiefs of Staff won't like that.

Once again, we see an indication that this book does not come from someone from whom you

should be taking advice.Take a look at the table of contents for the book. Those topics WILL NOT

bring you close to getting a license. Forget this book. Even at zero dollars, the book is a waste of

your time.
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